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We report the development of a real-time Invader assay combined with multiplex PCR (mPCR-RETINA), an
SNP-based approach that can measure the allelic ratio in copy number variation (CNV) regions of a genome.
RETINA monitors the real-time fluorescence intensity of each allele during the Invader assay and detects allelic
asymmetries caused by genomic duplication/multiplication in heterozygous individuals. By combining mPCRRETINA and real-time quantitative PCR that detects total copy number, we can estimate the copy number of
each allele in CNV regions, which should be useful for investigating the functional significance of allele copy
number with disease susceptibilities and drug responses. Also, mPCR-RETINA can efficiently refine the
detailed structures of CNV regions. Due to the combination of RETINA with multiplex PCR, mPCR-RETINA
requires a very small amount of genomic DNA for analysis (0.1–0.38 ng/locus). Additionally, mPCR-RETINA
has clear advantages in its simple protocol and target-specific reaction, even in nonunique regions. We believe
mPCR-RETINA will provide a significant contribution to identifying functional alleles in CNV regions. Hum
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INTRODUCTION
Copy number variations (CNVs) are relatively common in the
human genome, estimated to be approximately 12% of the all
genomic regions [Redon et al., 2006]. Since copy number
differences in functional genes may affect the quantity of gene
products, some of them are likely to be associated with
susceptibility to various diseases as well as the efficacy or adverse
reaction to certain drugs [Gasche et al., 2004; Gonzalez et al.,
2005; Aitman et al., 2006; Padiath et al., 2006]. For example, the
multiplication of functional alleles in the CYP2D6 gene was shown
to be correlated with ultrarapid metabolization of codeine, which
results in life-threatening opioid intoxication [Gasche et al.,
2004]. Since qualitative (allele copy number) and quantitative
(gene copy number) alterations affect critical phenotypes, it is
essential to develop new methods that can measure copy number
values of both genes and alleles to investigate the functional
significance of CNVs [Freeman et al., 2006].
So far, more than 2,000 CNV regions have been identified by
various methods, including BAC-array comparative genomic
hybridization (CGH) [Redon et al., 2006; Iafrate et al., 2004;
Sharp et al., 2005; Locke et al., 2006], an oligonucleotide array
called ROMA [Sebat et al., 2004], fosmid paired-end sequence
mapping [Tuzun et al., 2005], and the SNP mapping array [Redon
et al., 2006], and are summarized in the Database of Genomic
Variants (http://projects.tcag.ca/variation). However, the genomic
r 2007 WILEY-LISS, INC.

regions that are deleted or duplicated/multiplied are not well
defined due to the technical limitations in these methods: for
example, BAC-array CGH detects relatively large CNV regions
(450 kb); the resolution in the ROMA method is low due to its
low coverage of the genome; the sample size used for fosmid
paired-end sequence is very small; the marker density in the SNP
mapping array is low in some parts of the genomic regions [Sharp
et al., 2006; Freeman et al., 2006]. Thus, many of the reported
CNV regions must have their detailed structures defined to
investigate the presence or absence of a copy number difference in
the functional gene unit. Recently, high-density oligonucleotide
tiling array CGH has been frequently used to precisely define CNV
breakpoints [Locke et al., 2006; Urban et al., 2006]. This method
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has the advantage of high resolution, but its capability in the
target-specific recognition of probes is not sufficient, especially in
nonunique regions that are known as CNV hotspots [Locke et al.,
2006; Sharp et al., 2006].
The Invader assay, coupled with multiplex PCR, is one of the
SNP genotyping methods with the highest accuracy [Ohnishi
et al., 2001; International HapMap Consortium, 2005]. The basic
principle of the PCR Invader assay is shown in Fig. 1a. In our
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routine SNP genotyping, we simultaneously amplified 96 fragments
of SNP sites by multiplex PCR. After that, the PCR products were
put into 384-well plates, and the Invader assay was performed for
each SNP with unique probes corresponding to each allele
[Ohnishi et al., 2001]. This method was originally developed as
an endpoint assay, and fluorescence intensities were only measured
after a 15-minute to 60-minute incubation of the Invader reaction
[Ohnishi et al., 2001; Nevilie et al., 2002]. Although this method
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generates clear and accurate genotyping results, it was not
investigated as to whether this assay could be applied to the
detection of CNVs. In this study, we modified the Invader assay to
detect real-time fluorescence during the enzymatic reaction after
multiplex PCR (multiplex PCR real-time Invader assay [mPCRRETINA]). We show that mPCR-RETINA can measure the allelic
ratio utilizing allelic asymmetries caused by genomic duplication/
multiplication in heterozygous individuals, and determine the
allele copy number in CNV regions by combining the total copy
number data obtained from real-time quantitative PCR. We also
show that mPCR-RETINA can be useful for refining breakpoints
within duplicated/multiplied regions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genomic DNA
We used 180 genomic DNA samples consisting of 30 trios of
European ancestry (CEU) and 30 trios of Yoruba (YRI) that were
for the International HapMap project [International HapMap
Consortium, 2005]. These DNA samples were purchased from the
Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, NJ).
PCR-RETINA
We used the reported PCR primers, invader probes, and allele
probes for the CYP2D6 assays [Nevilie et al., 2002]. The
remaining PCR primers were designed by Primer Express 1.5
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), and the other invader
probes and allele probes were designed and synthesized under the
reported criteria [Mast and de Arruda, 2006]. The sequences of all
primers and probes are listed in Supplementary Table S1 (available
online at http://www.interscience.wiley.com/jpages/1059-7794/
suppmat). Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probes
labeled with FAM or Yakima Yellow were purchased from Third
Wave Technologies (Madison, WI). Rox dye (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) was used for the normalization of reporter signals. We used
Takara Ex Taq HS (Takara, Shiga, Japan) for all PCR amplification
according to the manufacturer’s instructions with a primer
concentration of 100 nM in all assays. PCR was performed on
GeneAmp 9700 (Applied Biosystems) with a reaction volume of
5 ml in a single PCR. The PCR condition of the CYP2D6 assays
was initiated at 951C for 2 minutes followed by 35 cycles at 951C
for 15 sec and 681C for 4 minutes. The PCR condition of the
MRGPRX1 assays was initiated at 951C for 2 minutes followed by
35 cycles at 951C for 15 sec, 581C for 30 sec, and 721C for 1
minute. For the multiplex PCR, the PCR condition was initiated
at 951C for 2 minutes followed by 37 cycles at 951C for 15 sec,
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581C for 30 sec, and 721C for 4 minutes with a reaction volume of
10 ml [Ohnishi et al., 2001]. After PCR, the products were diluted
up to 10-fold and used as templates for RETINA. We carried out
RETINA for each SNP with the reaction volume of 4 ml on ABI
prism 7900 (Applied Biosystems) following the protocol recommended by Third Wave Technologies. Data analysis was performed
with Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).
EstimatingTotal Copy Number byTaqman Assays
We carried out Taqman assays to estimate the total copy number
of CNV regions. We first used the reported Taqman (Applied
Biosystems) assay for CYP2D6 [Bodin et al., 2005]. However, since
we found a three-base insertion in some YRI individuals at the
reverse primer site of the reported assay, we designed a new reverse
primer by Primer Express and then performed copy number
analysis again to obtain accurate data in the analysis of YRI
individuals. For MRGPRX1, we designed all assays using Primer
Express 1.5. These Taqman probes were labeled with FAM at the
50 end and linked by nonfluorescence quencher (NFQ) and minor
groove binder (MGB) at the 30 end. As the reference gene, we
used the RNase P assay (Applied Biosystems) labeled with VIC.
All Taqman assays were performed following the reported protocols
and copy number calculation was conducted by the delta-delta
threshold cycle (Ct) method [Bodin et al., 2005]. We assumed the
samples with a median delta Ct value were two-copy and used
them as a calibrator. All samples were examined in duplicate and
the average copy number values were used in the scatter plot
analysis. The primer and probe sequences of all assays are listed in
Supplementary Table S1.
Direct Sequencing
Two YRI samples showing discordant results between PCRRETINA and the Taqman assay were amplified by PCR under the
reported reaction condition [Dorado et al., 2005]. The amplified
DNAs were subjected to direct DNA sequencing on the ABI
Prism 3700 sequencer (Applied Biosystems) and analyzed with
Polyphred software (University of Washington, Seattle, WA; http://
droog.gs.washington.edu/PolyPhred.html). The primer sequences for
direct sequencing are listed in Supplementary Table S1.
RESULTS
Detection of Allelic Asymmetries Using Arti¢cial
Templates
We first synthesized two artificial 80-base oligonucleotide
templates corresponding to the genomic sequence of an

a: A schema of SNP typing by the PCR Invader assay.The PCR Invader assay is a simultaneous detection method for two
di¡erent alleles in an SNP.Two allele probes are designed for each target SNP, complementary to each allele. Each allele probe has a
di¡erent universal £ap sequence at the 50 end. One invader probe is designed at the opposite site of allele probes. In the primary
reaction, CleavaseVIII cuts the allele probes with a single-base invasive structure by an invader probe at the SNP site when the allele
probes are hybridized to the complementary target DNA.The red arrows indicate the cleavage sites.The cleaved allele probes with a
£ap and a nucleotide of the SNP site from the primary reaction hybridize to the speci¢c FRET probes and behave as invader probes in
the secondary reaction. Cleavase VIII cuts the FRET probe with an invasive structure by the £ap sequence, resulting in £uorescence
signal generation.The primary and secondary Invader reactions occur simultaneously. If the probes do not hybridize perfectly at the
site of interest and no overlapping structure is formed, no cleavage occurs and no £uorescence signal is generated. SNP genotyping is
usually performed by clustering analysis in a two-dimensional allelic discrimination (AD) plot at the endpoint of the reaction. b:The
principle of detecting allelic asymmetries by RETINA. In the PCR Invader assay, £uorescence signals are usually saturated and reach
the plateau phase within 5 to 10 minutes (early stage) of the Invader reaction. This plateau e¡ect induces all samples with various
allelic asymmetries to a 1:1 £uorescence intensity ratio and allelic asymmetries cannot be discriminated in the AD plot at the end
point of the reaction. Samples with allelic asymmetries show di¡erent patterns from a 1:1 heterozygote in real-time £uorescence signal curves and RETINA can discriminate these samples in the AD plot at an early stage of the reaction (before saturation).The time
point just before the reaction is saturated usually provides the best separation of the clusters with allelic asymmetries.
FIGURE 1.
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rs2114912 SNP locus to investigate the detection capability of
allelic asymmetries in the PCR Invader assay (the sequences are
shown in Supplementary Table S1). We generated standard
samples with a range of allelic ratios from 8:1 to 1:8 using these
oligonucleotides. After the amplification of DNA fragments by
PCR, we performed real-time fluorescence detection every 30

seconds during the 30-minute Invader reaction (RETINA). In
allelic discrimination (AD) plot analysis, the samples with various
allelic asymmetries in the concentration of each allele were clearly
separated in proportion to the allelic ratio in the early stage of the
reaction, but were merged as one heterozygote cluster in 20
minutes or more of the reaction (Fig. 2b–d). Among the AD plots

FIGURE 2. Detection of allelic asymmetries by PCR-RETINA using arti¢cial templates. All experiments were performed in quadruplicate. a: Real-time detection of £uorescence signals during the Invader assay.The ratios in the boxes indicate the allelic ratio of each
standard sample. Reporter £uorescence signal values (FAM andYakimaYellow) after the normalization using passive reference (Rox)
were plotted.The vertical axis is the normalized reporter signal (FAM orYakimaYellow), and the horizontal axis is the reaction time
every 30 seconds. b:The AD plot of PCR-RETINA at 3 minutes in the Invader reaction.The vertical axis is the normalized FAM allele
signal, and the horizontal axis is the normalizedYakimaYellow allele signal. c:TheAD plots at 0.5,3,10, and 30 minutes in the Invader
reaction. d:Transition of cluster patterns showing allelic asymmetries during the 30-minute Invader reaction.
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at various time points during the Invader reaction, the time point
just before the FAM or Yakima Yellow fluorescence signal became
saturated could provide the best separation of the clusters with
allelic asymmetries. The biochemical schema of PCR-RETINA is
shown in Fig. 1b.
Detection of Gene Duplications/Multiplications
in the Human Genome
To examine whether PCR-RETINA could be applied to allelicasymmetry detection within CNV regions, we investigated two
representative CNVs corresponding to the CYP2D6 and
MRGPRX1 loci [Lovlie et al., 1996; Tuzun et al., 2005; Redon
et al., 2006]. We selected three SNPs for CYP2D6 from a previous
report [Nevilie et al., 2002] and three SNPs for MRGPRX1 from
the dbSNP database (the SNP locations are shown in Supplementary Figs. S1a and S2a, respectively). In the CYP2D6 assay, we
found that two CEU subjects and nine YRI subjects were placed
outside of the three major clusters in the AD plots in at least one
of the three loci (Supplementary Fig. S1b and c). We confirmed all
of these 11 samples to have three copies of CYP2D6 by means of
the reported Taqman assay (Supplementary Fig. S1d and e) [Bodin
et al., 2005]. On the other hand, PCR-RETINA was unable to
identify some individuals who were indicated to have three copies
or one copy by the Taqman assay, because they contained three
copies of the same allele or a deletion of one allele.
PCR-RETINA analysis at the MRGPRX1 locus revealed several
clusters in the AD plots of both populations. Individuals placed
outside of the major clusters were confirmed to have three or more
copies by the Taqman assay (Supplementary Fig. S2b–e). In this
evaluation, PCR-RETINA was also unable to identify a few
individuals having four copies, because they had two copies each
of both alleles and were plotted in the heterozygote cluster. These
experiments indicate that PCR-RETINA could detect individuals
with allelic asymmetries, but could not detect individuals
with multiplied allelic symmetries, homozygous individuals with
duplications/multiplications, or individuals with deletions.
In the experiment of CYP2D6 using YRI samples, we observed
discordances in the results of two samples genotyped by PCRRETINA and the reported Taqman assay. These samples were
estimated to have one copy (a deletion in one chromosome) in the
reported Taqman assay, but PCR-RETINA judged these two
individuals to be heterozygous (Supplementary Fig. S3a and b).
Subsequently, we performed direct sequencing of this region and found
a 3-base insertion (4578-4579insCAT in M33388), that was not
previously reported, in the region corresponding to the reverse primer
site of the reported Taqman assay in these individuals (Supplementary
Fig. S3c). Hence, we performed a copy number analysis by the Taqman
assay using a new reverse primer, and confirmed the PCR-RETINA
result to be correct (Supplementary Fig. S3d).
Estimation of Allele Copy Number
Through these experiments, we found that PCR-RETINA could
estimate the copy number of each allele by combining the
information of dot positions in the AD plot graph and the total
copy number measured by the Taqman assay. To confirm the
accuracy of this estimation, we conducted the standard curve
analysis for the rs4756975 locus using CEU individuals. Standard
samples were prepared by mixing the two-copy homozygote
samples (NA07034 and NA12056) in the range of allelic ratios
from 8:1 to 1:8. We performed PCR-RETINA in standard samples
with various allelic ratios and analyzed them at 3 minutes of
Invader reaction (Fig. 3a). We plotted the log of the fluorescence
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intensity ratio (FAM intensity/Yellow intensity) on the X-axis, the
log of the allele mixing ratio on the Y-axis, and calculated a linear
regression curve (Fig. 3b). This standard curve was adjusted using
the fluorescence intensity ratio of two-copy heterozygous individuals. After the measurement of the total copy number by the
Taqman assay, we performed PCR-RETINA and calculated the
copy number of each allele by the linear regression curve.
Individuals with various allelic ratios estimated by standard curve
analysis were clearly separated by relative dot position in the AD
plot (Fig. 3c and d).
Applying PCR-RETINA To Re¢ne Breakpoints
of Genomic Duplication/Multiplication
We then applied PCR-RETINA to refine the breakpoints of
genomic duplication/multiplication, which is essential to judge
whether the functional unit or a part of a certain gene was
duplicated or multiplied. From the Database of Genomic Variants,
four CNV regions were reported around the MRGPRX1 gene:
Variation_0415 (8 kb) and Variation_0416 (13.4 kb) were found
from the fosmid paired-end sequence, Variation_2907 (52.8 kb)
from the SNP mapping array, and Variation_3838 (263.3kb) from
BAC-array CGH. We designed 26 SNP-based assays covering the
largest candidate region (Variation_3838) and performed PCRRETINA for 90 CEU individuals (Supplementary Fig. S4). Our
data clearly indicated that the allelic asymmetries were limited
only within the region between rs2220067 and rs7110426, and no
additional cluster was found at any loci outside of this region (Fig.
4 and Supplementary Fig. S5). Therefore, we considered that the
boundaries of the duplicated/multiplied region were likely to be
located between rs12364167 and rs2220067 on one side, and
between rs7110426 and rs11024893 on the other side. We
confirmed this result by four Taqman assays at the adjacent region
of the boundaries. Consequently, we defined only the MRGPRX1
gene to be present in this CNV region (Fig. 4). Since the
University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser
indicated that the boundaries of both sides of the duplicated/
multiplied region were located within long interspersed repetitive
element 1 (LINE-1) repeats (Fig. 4), we presume that this CNV of
MRGPRX1 occurred within these repeats possibly as a result of
nonallelic homologous recombination [Burwinkel and Kilimann,
1998]. The same analysis using YRI individuals also supported the
data obtained from CEU individuals (data not shown).
Evaluation of Multiplex PCR RETINA (mPCR-RETINA)
Last, we evaluated the feasibility of the combination of
multiplex PCR and RETINA (mPCR-RETINA). We performed
26-plex PCR and RETINA corresponding to the 26 loci
mentioned above and compared the AD plot patterns in each
locus between 26-plex PCR and PCR with a single primer set.
Although we used only 10 ng of genomic DNA for the 26 SNP loci
(0.38 ng/site) in the multiplex PCR, the patterns of the AD plots
of RETINA were almost identical to those of the single fragments
(Supplementary Fig. S5). This suggests that multiplex PCR
products can be sufficiently applied as a template of RETINA.
Since we have been successfully performing 96-plex PCR using
10 ng of genomic DNA for SNP genotyping, the amount of
genomic DNA for mPCR-RETINA will be reduced to a minimum
of 0.1 ng for one SNP locus.
DISCUSSION
It is crucial to refine the breakpoints of CNVs to judge whether
or not CNVs represent the copy number differences in the
Human Mutation DOI 10.1002/humu
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FIGURE 3. Con¢rmation of the allele copy number by the standard curve method. a: AD plot of standard samples with various allelic
ratios (8:1, 4:1, 2:1,1:1,1:2,1:4, and 1:8) at a 3-minute time-point of the Invader reaction. b: Standard curve by standard samples with
known allelic ratio. c:Total copy number obtained byTaqman assay. Closed red diamonds, blue diamonds, and green diamonds indicate three-copy, four-copy, and ¢ve-copy individuals, respectively. Closed black diamonds indicate two-copy, one-copy, and zerocopy individuals. d:The AD plot of CEU samples at the 3-minute RETINA reaction. Closed red circles, closed blue circles, and green
diamonds indicate individuals with three copies, four copies, and ¢ve copies, respectively. X indicates two-copy, one-copy, or zerocopy individuals. Closed black square indicates no template control (NTC).The numbers in the AD plot indicate the estimated allele
ratios calculated by the standard curve.

functional gene unit. Also, it is essential to determine the allele
copy number in the CNV regions that may be associated with
various phenotypes in medical genetics and pharmacogenetics.
Using mPCR-RETINA, we demonstrated here that allelicasymmetry analysis of a particular locus could define the region
of the genomic duplication/multiplication. Additionally, we
showed that mPCR-RETINA could accurately determine the
allelic ratio and could estimate the allele copy number in CNV
regions by a combination with real-time quantitative PCR.
We first examined whether the PCR Invader assay, our standard
SNP genotyping method, could be applicable to detect CNVs.
Real-time fluorescence monitoring using artificial templates
revealed that heterozygote samples with various allelic ratios were
clearly separated in an early stage of the reaction, but were merged
as one heterozygote cluster in a later phase. This disappearance of
allelic asymmetries in the later phase of the Invader reaction is
caused by a saturation effect of fluorescence signals originating
from a depletion of FRET probes. Real-time fluorescence signal
curves showed that both allele signals were saturated in the later
phase of the Invader reaction (Fig. 2a). Hence, heterozygote
samples with various allelic ratios eventually all come to have the
same signal intensity and merge as one heterozygote cluster. Thus,
real-time fluorescence monitoring (RETINA) is needed for an
efficient detection of allelic asymmetries in the Invader assay.
When we applied PCR-RETINA to the human genome, we
found that with PCR-RETINA it is possible to infer the allelic
ratio with good precision, but impossible to infer the overall copy
Human Mutation DOI 10.1002/humu

number within CNV regions. This characteristic of PCR-RETINA
makes it difficult to detect individuals with multiplied allelic
symmetries, homozygous individuals with duplications/multiplications, or individuals with deletions. The main reason why PCRRETINA cannot detect the overall copy number is another
saturation effect, namely, a plateau effect of PCR products. In
general, a quantity of PCR products reflects the initial copy
number of template DNA (genomic DNA) in an exponential
phase of the PCR reaction, but does not reflect it in a later phase
due to a plateau effect. In our present protocol, most of the PCR
products are in the plateau phase and do not reflect the initial
copy number of template genomic DNA. In contrast, the allelic
ratio is constant through the PCR reaction because the plateau
effect of PCR equally influences the amplification efficiencies
of both alleles. Additionally, the difference in the input quantity
of genomic DNA among the samples has no influence on the
allelic ratio, though it usually affects the estimation of the total
copy number. As a result, the plateau effect provides sufficient
templates with accurate allelic ratios for RETINA and gives good
signal intensities within a few minutes of the Invader reaction. For
these reasons, PCR-RETINA enables us to estimate the allelic
ratio with good precision. To estimate both the total copy number
and allele copy number by mPCR-RETINA, further modification is
needed.
To our knowledge, up to now melting curve analysis [Ruiz-Ponte
et al., 2000; Timmann et al., 2005], the SNP-based real-time PCRbased method using the Taqman assay [Lo et al., 2003; Yu et al.,
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FIGURE 4. The re¢nement of the breakpoints of the duplicated/multiplied region including the MRGPRX1 gene.The region covering
the largest genomic variation (Variation_3838) is shown in the upper side of the ¢gure.The map of the MRGPRX1 gene and its £anking regions are extracted from the UCSC Genome Browser and Database of Genomic Variants. Arrows indicate assay positions of
PCR-RETINA and Taqman assays. Representative AD plots especially related to the determination of boundaries of the duplicated/
multiplied region are shown in the center of the ¢gure. Closed red circles in theAD plots indicate the individuals with allelic asymmetries. Copy number measurements by theTaqman assays are shown in the lower side of the ¢gure. Red closed diamonds indicate the
individuals with allelic asymmetries in at least one of the 26 assays.The boxes marked Min and Max indicate the minimum and maximum size of the duplicated/multiplied regions re¢ned by PCR-RETINA.

2006], and the single-base extension on matrix-assisted laserdesorption/ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry [Tsui et al., 2005] have been used to detect allelic
asymmetries or measure the allelic ratio. However, melting curve
analysis and the Taqman assay require expensive target-specific
fluorescence probes and a large amount of genomic DNA, and are
not suitable for multiple target sites. The single-base extension on
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry involves multiple steps and is
labor-intensive. In contrast, PCR-RETINA needs only PCR and
the Invader assay, and is very simple and rapid. The adoption of
multiplex PCR and no need to synthesize target-specific
fluorescence probes can minimize assay costs and save genomic
DNA [Lyamichev et al., 1999; Ohnishi et al., 2001]. Additionally,
mPCR-RETINA has an advantage in target-specific reactions
even in regions of repetitive sequences. The design flexibility of
amplicon size (0.1 kb–1 kb or longer) in multiplex PCR facilitates
finding unique sequences for PCR primers. Also, the characteristic
of the Cleavase VIII enzyme (Third Wave Technologies) that
recognizes the specific triplet structure at a target SNP site
provides a much higher target-specific reaction compared to the

methods by hybridization alone [Lyamichev et al., 1999]. As a
proof of that, PCR-RETINA successfully performed three SNP
assays (rs2220067, rs11517776 and rs11024893) within Line-1
repeats (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. S5).
As PCR-RETINA is a post-PCR detection method, there is a
possible risk of cross-contamination. To prevent or minimize this
risk, we physically segregate the sample setup and the postreaction
workup in the laboratory. In addition, most of the liquid handling
processes are conducted by credible robotics in the cleanest
environment possible and filtered tips are used in manual mixing
or dispensing. We always have ‘‘no template control’’ wells in every
plate to monitor cross-contamination and great care is taken to
prevent such contamination.
In conclusion, we developed mPCR-RETINA as a new method
for detecting allelic asymmetries in CNV regions. mPCR-RETINA
can be used for a refinement of duplicated/multiplied regions and
the measurement of the copy number of each allele in CNV
regions by combining it with real-time quantitative PCR. mPCRRETINA has clear advantages in saving genomic DNA, targetspecific reactions, ease of use, and cost effectiveness. Although
Human Mutation DOI 10.1002/humu
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many CNV regions have been reported so far, the functional
significance in most of these regions has not been clarified yet. By
using mPCR-RETINA and real-time quantitative PCR, we can
determine the copy number of each allele in multiple SNP loci of
CNV regions efficiently, and examine the relationship of CNV
regions with the pathogenesis of common diseases and drug
responses. We believe mPCR-RETINA will be a powerful tool in
elucidating the functional significance of CNVs for various critical
phenotypes.
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